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Marcel P. Bergeronar,,dCharles T. Kincaid

Pacific Northwest Laboratorya
Richland, Washington 99352

INTRODUCTION

The pupose of model validation in a low-levelwaste site performanceassessment is to
increaseconfidence in predictions of the migrationand fate of future releases from the wastes.
Unlike the process of computer code verflcation, model validation is a site-specific process that
requires site-specific data. This paper provides an overview of the topic of model validation and
describes the general approaches, strategies, and limitations of model validation being
considered by various researchers concerned with the subject.

DEFINITIONS

Before we discuss the concept of validation, we would like to distinguish and contrast it with
another term commonly used in the ar_a of model validation, code verification. A single,
universally accepted definition of code verification exists, while aspects of the definition of
validation continue to be debated by scientists throughout the world. A number of international
groupshavebeen convenedto addressthe Issuesof codecomparisons(e.g.,HYDROCOIN)and
validation (e.g., INTRAVAL). The InternationalAtomic Energy Agency (IAEA 1982) glossary of
radioactive_,_astemanagementterminologygives as good a referenceas any for both terms:

"Y.e..d.[LG._IJ.o_:A computer code is verified when it is confirmed that the conceptual model .':)f
the real system is adequately representedby the mathematical solution. Verification can
thus be carried out, for example,by comparisonsamc,ng several similar codes and by
comparison of numerical codes with analytical solutions.

"Y_JJ_L_J9_:A conceptual modeland the computer code derived from it are validated when it
is confirmedthat the conceptual model and the derivedcomputer code provide a good
representationof the actual processes occurring in the real system. Validation is thus
carried out by comparison of calculations with field observations and experimental
measurements."

The above rely on the definitionsof and, perhaps more important,on an understandingof the
relationship anlong several more commonly used terms, including real system, conceptual
model, derived computer code, numericalcode, analytical solution, and mathematical solution.
The real system is the complete, complex (i.e., numerousphysical and chemical processes,
nonisothermal effects, heterogeneous soils), three-dimensional, and time-dependent
hydrogeologicenvironment. The conceptual modelof a real system is obtained by making
simplifying assumptions that reduce the completeness, complexity, dimensionality, and time

a Pacific Northwest Laboratory is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Battelle
Memorial Institute under Contract DE-AC06-76RLO 1F.,30.



' dependenceof the real system while still retaining what are believed to be salient features and
processesof greatest Importance. Commonly,our objective is to develop and employ a
conceptual model that embodies a minimumof these simplifying assumptions while producing
economicaland realistic simulationsof the real system. Such a conceptual model is then
translated into a well-posedmathematical problem. To obtain a solution to the mathematical
problem, two approachesare commonly taken. The first approachcan be pursued whenever the
mathematical problem is sufficiently simple to allow a closed-form analytical solution. The
solution is then programmedto create a computercode and obtain the analytical solution. In the
second approach, the mathematical prob!ernremains too complex to allow an analytical solution,
and a numerical (computer) code using numerical methods (e.g., integrated finite differences,
finite elements, etc.) is created and a numericalsolution ts obtained. Both analytical and
numerical solutions are referred to as mathematical solutions.

In the context of these definitions, verification speaks to the consistency between a well-
posed mathematical problem and its solution or simulationby the computer code. Verification
begins with a conceptual model and only deals with our ability to accurately simulate a site
using a particular code. Thus, verification does not deal with the complexity of an actual site.
In the simplest terms, verification is confirmation that the computer code is properly encoded
and produces solutions consistent with those of other codes and previously obtained analytical
solutions that the numericalcode is able to simulate.

Benchmarking is another term used in the IAEA (1982) definitions. "Benchmarking is the
comparisonof solutionsof the same problembetweencomputercodes. Benchmarkingis used to
gain confidencethat the code being applied is correctlysolving the equationsembodied in the
code by comparison with an independentcalculationor another code. Benchmarkingis
considered part of the verification step."

Given that one employs a verified code that has been calibrated with data from an actual site
to form a numerical model, validation addressesthe much broader issue of the ability of a model
to represent the real system. A valid model is one confirmed to provide a good representationof
the real system. A more recent and subtly different definition of validation is provided by the
INTRAVALValidationOverviewand IntegrationCommittee(VOIC). The VOIC defines validation as
a three-step process (SKI 1990):

1. understandingthe active processes and geologic structure

2. resolving how well one can quantitatively simulate through comparisons to field
experiments

3. providing peer review and public scrutiny.

Note, this process providesa "good representationof the real system" as called for in the IAEA
definition; however, the VOIC has provided a more explicit statement of the processnecessary to
ensure a good representation. Laboratoryexperimentsand simulationof these experimentscan
serve to identify and validate relevantphysical processes. The VOIC has also made explicit
reference to the important role that an understandingof the geologic structure plays in the
validation process.
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' CATEGORIESOFPREDICTIVEERRORS

Predictive errors resulting from modeling could generally be categorized into the following
areas:

• conceptual model errors
• errors in estimation of source-term release
• errors in estimation of hydraulic and transport parameters
• unforeseenchanges in hydrologic or other conditionsassumed in predictions.

To illustrate these errors in the context of model confidence,we would like to discuss two
modelingcases. In these modelingcases, ground-watermodelswere developedand calibrated to
site-specific conditions. The calibrated models were then used to predict conditions within the
aquifer for some period into the future. In both cases, further data became available or were
collected to represent the future conditions within the modeledarea, and comparisons were made
between the predictions and actual behavior. The comparisons presented Interesting insights
into the area of model confidenceand what limitationswe face with modelvalidation. One case
concerns modeling studies conducted within the Snake Rtver Plain aquifer in the vicinity of the
Idaho National EngineeringLaboratory (INEL) in southeast Idaho. The other case concerns
modeling studies in an Irrigated area within the Arkansas River Valley in southeast Colorado.
The followingdiscussions presentsummariesof these cases.

Snake Riyer Plain Aquiferin SoutheastIdaho

The first case revisits a modelingstudy at the INEL documentedin a report by Robertson
(1974). The following is a summary of information presented in the Robertson report along
with extracts from two later reports by Lewis and Goldstein (1982) and Konikow and Patten
(1985).

The original modelfng by Robertson (1974), considered to be one of the most significant
efforts in terms of its approach and success in predictingobserved data and information, focused
on simulating the effect of two liquid waste discharge facilities, the Test Reactor Area (TRA) and
the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP) (Figure 1). Liquid wastes had been discharged at
these two facilities continuouslysince 1952. The modeling involveddevelopment of a solute
transport model that was used to simulate the movementof dischargedcontaminants into the
underlying basalt aquifer, referred to as the Snake River Plain aquifer.

The model, based on a methodof characteristics modelvery similar to that developedby
Konikow and Bredehoeft (1978), was calibrated in stages. A flow model was first calibrated to
a 2600-mi2area surroundingthe TRA and ICPP areas. A steady-state model was calibrated to
measurementsmade in May and June 1965; the model was then calibrated in the transient mode
to head changesmeasured betweenDecember1964 and December1965. This flow model
provided the hydrologic basis for a solute transport model that was calibrated for a smaller area
wherein the contaminatior| had primarily occurred. The transport model was calibrated to theli
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20-year history of tritium and chloride contamination that was observed in 45 wells near and
downgradient of known sources of contamination. The distribution of waste chloride as lt was
observed in November 1972 is also depicted in Figure 1. The calibrated solute transport model
was used by Robertson to predict future concentration,,; of chloride, tritium, and strontium-90
for the years 1980 and 2000 for alternative future conditions. An important assumption was
that disposal at the TRA and ICPP facilities would continue at 1973 disposal rates.

Lewis and Goldstein (1982) collected additional data downgradient of the TRA and ICPP
facilities within areas where the Robertson model had predicted waste chloride and tritium
transport. A distrlbution of waste chloride measured in October 1980 and the predicted
distribution for 1980 by Robertson (1974) are compared in Figure 2. A comparison of these
results Indicates that the observed and predicted contaminant plumes are in general agreement
in terms of direction, extent, and magnitude. Certainly, given the purpose of the original
modeling, the modeling effort was considered very :uccessful. However, Lewis and Goldstein
indicated that while the overall match was quite good, as one would expect when the details were
examined, there are a number of differences: the observc_dplume is broader and has more
lateral spreading than predicted, the leading edge of the plume had not spread as far south as
predicted, and a secondary plume of contamination originating from the TRA was not detected in
the 1980 measurements to the extent predicted.
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Lewis and Goldstein (1982) suggested a number of factors that would contribute to these
discrepancies. These factors were 1) less dilution from recharge occurred between 1977 and
1980 because of below-normal river flow, 2) chloride disposal at the ICPP Increased for
several years prior to 1980, 3) the model grid may have been too coarse, 4) inaccurate
hydraulic and transport parameters were selected in model calibration, 5) vertical components
of flow and transport not considered in the two-dimensional analysis ma_,have been significant,
6) the quality and quantity of wells may not have been sufficient to map the observed plumes,
and 7) the numerical methods may have introduced some error.

Arkansas River Valley in Southeast Colorado

Konikow and Person (1985) revisited a modeling effort documented in Konikow and
Bredehoeft (1974) for an irrigated area within the Arkansas River Valley In southeast
Colorado (Figure 3). In that study, a solute transport model was applied to an 11-mile reach of
the valley to predict changes in salinity in response to spatially and temporally varying
irrigation stresses. The model was calibrated In 1973 based on measurementsmade in the area
in 1971 and 1972 (Figure 4). These data indicated a trend of increasing salinity of about 2%
to 3% per year if then-current irrigation practices continued. This basic trend provided the
basis for the use of the calibrated model in predicting the long-term changes in ground-water
salinity.
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Konikow and Person (1985) reexamined the model results in light of new data that were
collected in the area in the winter of 1982 (see Figure 4). Nonparametric and parametric
statistical tests, used in the evaluation, indicated that while there was a _)atistically significant
increase in salinity between 1971 and 1972, data from 1972 and 1982 showed no significant
net change. The difference between 1972 and 1982 data and the results from original

" predictions and new predictions made with a recalibrated model are shown in Figure 5.
!

"; Analysis of historical data (1895, 1923, 1959-1961, and 1964) not considered in the

i original study supported a hypothesis that ground-water salinity in the study area had reached along-term dynamic equilibrium condition. Konikow and Person (1985) concluded that the
I original model predictions were Invalid because the model was calibrated to a period that was
I

i not representative of the long-term trends in ground-water salinity changes.
I

LIMITSOF MODEL VAUDATION

Confidence in most modeling efforts involves a two-step process that first builds confidence
in the computer code (i.e., code verification) and then builds confidence in the site-specific
model (i.e., model validation). The code verification process Involves 1) the comparison of the
code with relevant analytical solutions and 2) the comparison of code results with otiiers on
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relevant problems (i.e., benchmarking). Confidence In the site model (i.e, the conceptual model
and computercode) is achievedby calibrationof the model to one set of data and val!dat_n of the
model to independent set(s) of data/information. These data could be from other site-specific
information or from field experiments performed at sites with similar settings.

When one examines this approach to confidence building, several limitations to the
validation of any model obviously exist. First, and foremost, lt is Important to understand that
there is no such thing as aJ;Z_ or t_LEd.i_.5.tJ_validation; validation Is always _ to the
existing body of empirical knowledge. This knowledge Includesthe extent and limits of our
scientific understandingand the body of site-specificdata that exists at the tlme. The fact that
validation is relative to this knowledge is not bad because the fit betweenexisting data and
current theory is nearly always Imperfect. As our understandingof the environment Improves
and as more site-specific data are collected, the validation of a model must be revisited and
confirmed again.

]1

The dift_gultyof confidence building (i.e., model validation) Increases significantly with
increasingspatial and temporal scale of the modeling effort. Economicstypically dictate that
data densitydecreases as the scale of investigationincreases, The results from INTRAVAL
indicate that individual processes may be investigated with laboratory-scale experiments and
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'_ the resultingobservations/measurementsmay be simulated very closely with the appropriate
model. However,there Is increasing uncertaintyas the spatial and temporal scales increase to
the field or site scale with desired analysis times of tens, hundreds, or thousandsof years.

Another limiting aspect of validation is its site-specific character; a model shown to be valid
for one site or hydrogeologicprofile may not be valid at another site a relatively short distance
away. The ability to claim and demonstrate the broad-basedvalidity of a model (i.e., to extend
Its valid application to another nearby site) will depend on the degree of similarity in the active
physical, geochemical, and microbiologlcalprocessesand in the similarity of hydrogeologlc
structure.

An aspect of validation of great significance Is the data-intensive effort that is required for
validation. The common situation ts that the data tn the quantity or the quality required are
available at a site of Interest. Validation requires that one test a predeterminedmodel using
independentdata. To first create the "predetermined"model, one commonly calibrates the
modelto a site-specificdata set. Then, a second, Independentdata set that capturesthe
character of the site under some alteredstate is neededfor validation of the model. Thus, two

Independentdata sets are required; one for calibration and another for validation activities.

The quality of a validation effort is also Impactedby the availability of field measurements
of model performance measures rather than field measurementsof readily measured
parameters. For example, tt is relatively easy to measure the water-table elevation of an
aquifer; however, one needs to know the hydraulic and transport properties and ground-water
velocity to validate flow and contaminant transport models of the aquifer. These performance
measures are more difficult to measure In the field. In the unsaturated zone, it is relatively
easy to sampleor measure moisturecontent of the soil; however,models of water flow predict
water matrix potential or pressure, and are used to estimate water, hence contaminant,
velocity. Thus, the difficult to obtain field measurements of matrix potential or soil water
velocity are preferable for a validation study.

Validation efforts at any site are Impactedby each of the above limitations. Data sets for
subsurfaceflow and transport model validation are, in general, limited. Records of
contaminantsources, migration, and fate tn the unsaturatedzone at most sites are at best
incomplete and do not at this time present an opportunity for site-specific validation.
Therefore, validation of unsaturatedz.oneflow and transport models may have to rely on offsite
data sets. Pending the developmentof independentcalibration and validation data sets for sites,
_'lodelswill be applied using as much site-speciflcdata as possible.

OTHERMODELVAUDATIONMETHODS

Given the limited nature of modelvalidation, an approach basedon the underlying philosophy
of "As ValidatedAs Reasonably Achievable"(AVARA)is I._roposed.This approachrecognizesthat
complete validation is not achievable and Infersthat validation efforts should acknowledge that
resources are limited. Validation should be Itmitedto important components of the performance
assessmentmodelusing available data and Information. This approachalso suggeststhat other
methodsto validate steps in the modeling processInclude1) data reviewand evaluation;2)



conceptualmodeldevelopment;and 3) selection,development,and Implementationof numerical
models.

A recentpaperon modelvalidationby Tsang (1991) providesa list of other methodsfor
validationthatmightbe considered.Thesemethodsare summarizedbelow:

Event Validation-- Qtlalitativecomparisonof events of simulation model with thosein real
system.

Face Validatloq-- Peer revlew by technical experts.

Trace Validation-- Analysis of behavior of different elements or entitlesof model are tracad
to determine If logic ts correct.

Historical Methods-- 1) Evaluate modeling assumptions;2) validate each assumption,
when possible,with empirical tests; and 3) compare input-outputrelationshipof model
with field behavior.

internal Validation -- Sensitivity analysis of Important modelparameters. Particularly
importantIn validationof stochasticmodels. High degreeof variabilityin modelresults
maycausemodelresultsto bequestionable.

HistoricalData Validation-- Part of site data are usedfor modelcalibration. Model
predictionsare madeto checkagainstremainingdata.

Predictive Validation-- 1) Model is used to provide predictionsfor a given field or
laboratory experiment and 2) further measurementsare made to check predictions.

Tsang (1991) suggestedanother method that could be important for model validationwould
be the use of multiple assessmentgroups. Thismethod would Involvemaking Independent
assessmentsof the same hydrogeologicsystemby two or more technicalgroups. Differencesin
assumptions, approaches, and results will likely 1) cross verify underlying
assumptions/approaches,2) provtde alternate assumptions and approaches, and 3) stimulate
new consdderationand understandingof the modeled system. This approach would, in general,
lead to improving the overall model validation process by helping to eliminate gross errors and
to increasing credibility with the scientific community and the public.

_PPORTUNITIESFORFURTHERVAUDATION

Monitoringof site behaviorand performance conductedduring the operationalperiod offers
other Important opportunities for collecting data and Informationto support model validation.
Model validation using these data can help improveconfidence in model predictionsprior to the

10
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' site closure period. Surrogate experimentscould be designedand conductedduring the
operational period to validate componentsor specific assumptionsrelated to performance
assessment. Such experimentscould Include:

• lysimeters used to evaluate infiltration through protective barriers
• field leaching designed to evaluatewaste form release
• tracer tests to examine near41eldtransport In vadose zone
• tracer tests to evaluate solute transport In saturated zone.

SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS

Model validation in low-levelwaste site performance assessment is needed to increase
confidence in predictions of the migration and fate of future releases from these wastes. Unlike
code verification, where the focus is on the appropriatenessand accuracy of the analytical or
numerlcal implementationof a computercode, model validation is a site-specific process. A
site model is consideredvalidated when it is confirmed that the conceptual model and the
implementedcomputer code provide a good representationof the actual processes occurring at
the site. The current practice of developing and fine tuning a site-specific model (i.e.,
calibration) requires site-specific data; validation requires Independent calibration and
validation data sets.

While validation and Confidencein predictions are the goals we strive for, there are limits
to model validation. These limits exist because validation is always relative to our existing
knowledgeof the geologic, hydrologic,and geochemicalprocessesoperableat the site. A number
of post-audits of model predictions documented in the literature demonstrate the difficulties one
can encounter in making predictions with limited information. Significant discrepancies
between predictions and the actual results occur in response to errors In data interpretation
used to formulate the site conceptual model, errors in the estimates of source-term release and
of hydraulic and transport parameters used in the model predictions, and unforeseen changes in
assumed hydrologic conditions (e.g., Increasedgradient or ground-waterusage). These
discrepanciessuggest the accuracy of predictions is heavilydependent on both the
representativenessof available data and the quality of the interpretation of those data.

These limitations force us to conduct and accept qualified validation of performance
assessmentmodels and codes basedon often limitedsite information. An AVARA approach,using
multiple validation methods, should be the guiding principle. Model predictions need to be
reviewed and updated as more information is collected during operational monitoring or is made
available through the use of carefully selected surrogate experimentsconducted, monitored, and
analyzed prior to the post-closure period.

11
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